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Washington Intends to “Use” Al Qaeda to “Take
Out” Syria

By Global Research News
Global Research, September 02, 2015

Global Research has initiated a new format for the send out of our E-Newsletter, with a new
reader friendly display. We are also using the services of a new mailing company. 

Our objective is to send to our subscribers a selection of 5-6 articles daily focussing on
important news topics, including opinion and background analysis. We invite our readers to
send comments and suggestions to crg.online@yahoo.com.  
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Confirmed:  Washington Intends to  “Use” Al  Qaeda to “Take Out”  Syria  and Overthrow the
Assad Government By Tony Cartalucci, September 02, 2015

What has been reported on since 2007 is  now confirmed by senior  US military leadership.
The US created and now plans to openly use Al Qaeda to overthrow the nation of Syria.  The
Daily Beast’s article, “Petraeus: Use Al Qaeda…

“Climate Change – Smoke Screen in Arctic Geopolitical Play” By Prof Michel Chossudovsky,
September 02, 2015

The US global military agenda pertains to the gas and oil rich Arctic region, says Michel
Chossudovsky,  from the Centre for  Research on Globalization.  Unlike other states with
claims to the region, it doesn’t have territory extending into the Arctic…

“Something” Just Happened! China’s Gold Stocks, Dumping of US Treasuries, Quantitative
Tightening (QT), Oil Markets By Bill Holter, September 01, 2015 

“Something”  happened  three  weeks  ago.  While  we  cannot  be  sure  “what”  exactly
happened, we can speculate. We have many dots and lots of data points to help us but first
it needs to be pointed out, even if wrong in…
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“Forgotten  Genocides”  and  the  Alleged  “Miseducation”  of  Hollywood  Star  Natalie
Portman  By  Timothy  Alexander  Guzman,  September  02,  2015

The immediate objectives are the total destruction and devastation of their settlements and
the capture of as many prisoners of every age and sex as possible. It will be essential to ruin
their crops in the ground and prevent their…

War  without  Mercy  on  Yemen:  The  Saudi-US  Massacres  Continue  By  Sayed  Hasan,
September 02, 2015

“In five months [of war], Yemen has been reduced to the state of Syria after 5 years”,Peter
Maurer,  the  Director  of  the  International  Red  Cross,  on  August  19th,  2015.  These  difficult
images, which put faces and names to the countless…
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